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ABSTRACT

A short overview is presented of research activities
concerning osteoporosis and trace element exposure
monitoring carried out by the Institute for Medical Research
and Occupational Health in Zagreb during the last forty
years. The overview includes! cross~sectional and
prospective epidemiological studies in districts with
habitually low and high calcium intake; clinical studies
concerning peak bone mass and bone mineral density in
postmenopausal women; studies on trace element exposure
monitoring* The collaborating institutions, agencies and
relevant recent publications Are quoted.

A survey is given of relevant methods which were used in
earlier studies as well as the techniques which will be used
in the current IAEA project.

A brief description of the work which will be undertaken
(particularly during the first yeAr) within the framework of
the IAEA CRP is given-

1- SCIENTIFIC BACKGROUND AND SCOPE OF THE PROJECT

The Institute for Medical Research and Occupational
Health in Zagreb has been involved in epidemiological and
clinical studies of osteoporosis for about 25 years.
Studies concerning monitoring of trace elements exposure
have been carried out for more than 40 years.

The participation in this IAEA project is going to be
part of the Institute's current research activity. It will
concern the factors affecting bone density and peak bone
mass in the Croatian population and the composition of human
bone in respect to trace elements-

Since 1970 studies concerning bone mass and fracture
rates have been conducted in two Croatian populations with
different calcium intakes- They were partly supported by the
U.S. Department of Agriculture. The first results published
in the seventies, which received world~wide attention,
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suggested that habitual calcium intake not only influenced
peak bone mass but was also inversely related to the
incidence of fractures [ 1-2J. A follow-up study of the same
subjects was done after ten years- The preliminary results
showed that high calcium intake did not retard
postmenopausal bone loss in women and age related bone loss
in men, but by affecting bone architecture and/or
remodelling activity may have maintained somewhat favourable
linear indices of cortical bone and probably the mechanical
stability of the bone [3J.

Evidence was presented showing that blood lead level
and diastolic blood pressure were affected by dietary
calc ium I 4 , 5] .

In collaboration with scientists from the USA the
potential nutritional and genetic determinants of peak bone
mass were elucidated [6-8].

Particular attention was given to the evaluation of
bone mineral density in postmenopausal women [9,10].

A monitoring team proposing a Supplementary programme
participated in several W H O / U N E P initiated programmes where
lead and cadmium in human tissue, excreta or diet were
monitored. They also participated in the Assessment of Lead
Neurotoxicity in Children Programme by measurements of lead
and other metals in deciduous teeth, as well as in
Intercomparison of Minor and Trace Elements in IAEA Animal
Bone (H—5) with analysis of lead, iron, copper, zinc and
manganese I 11—16j .

In all WHO/UNEP programmes analytical quality assurance of
lead and cadmium in biological material was carried out•

The collaborating domestic and international
institutions and agencies Are shown in Table 1.

TABLE 1. COLLABORATING INSTITUTIONS AND AGENCIES
OF THE INSTITUTE FOR MEDICAL RESEARCH
AND OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH, ZAGREB, CROATIA

DOMESTIC Health Centres in minor towns
University Hospitals in major towns
"R- Boskovic" Institute, Zagreb
Croatian Academy of Science and Arts,
Zagreb

INTERNATIONAL Davis Research Centre, University
Ohio, Columbus, USA
Agencies: WHO, EPA, USDA
Lunar Corporation USA
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2- METHODS

Relevant methods used in earlier studies conducted by
the institute for Medical Research and Occupational Health
in Zagreb a,re shown in Table 2.

TABLE 2. RELEVANT METHODS USED IN EARLIER STUDIES

ASSESSMENT METHOD*

CORTICAL BONE MASS Radiographic morphometry

Metacarpal indices

BONE MINERAL DENSITY DXA, Lunar DPX
Regions: Ls-L«. -femoral neck

NUTRITIONAL Interview of usual weekly
consumption of the individual
-food components

Three-day food record

Food frequency questionnaire

TRACE ELEMENTS ANALYSES AAS (flame or electrothermal)

Methods which will be used in this IAEA study are
presented in Table 3.

TABLE 3. METHODS WHICH WILL BE USED IN THE IAEA STUDY

METHOD DESCRIPTION

MEDICAL HISTORY Diseases, Medications, Life style

BONE MINERAL DENSITV DXA, Lunar DPX
(BMD g/cm2) Regions: L2-L4

Femoral neck
Whole body (optional)

Software: 3.£>z
small animal beta 1.0c

ASSESSMENT OF CALCIUM Dietary interview
INTAKE (weekly consumption of the

individual food components)

ANTHROPOMETRV Standing height, weight
Body mass index

TRACE ELEMENTS ANALYSES AAS (flame or electrothermal)
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3. PLANS FOR FUTURE WORK

During the -first year of the current IAEA study about
100 subjects of both sexes• across the age range 15-50 from
the city of Zagreb* will be enrolled into the study-
The following subjects will be excluded from the study-
1. subjects with a history of the disease which affects bone
tissue; 2. subjects who regularly use medications which
influence the bone; 3. subjects with a history of fracture
of the hip, spine and wrist; 4- subjects with a current
history of alcohol or drug abuse; 5. subjects with
prolonged immobilization-

During the second year of the project post mortem
samples of the rib bone from adult healthy accident victims
will be provided at autopsies from the Department of
Forensic Medicine, School of Medicine University of Zagreb-
5ex, age, cause of death, occupation and smoking habit will
be recorded- At least 8 subjecs will be included for each
age decade from 20-50 years- About 100 mg of calcified
tissue will be dried at 105 °c, dissolved in 10% HNO3 and
Ca, Mg, Pb, Fe, Zn, Cu, and Mn will be analysed by flame of
electrothermal atomic absorption spectrometry-
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